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 June 6, 2016 

 
Attention: Lisa Mangat, Director 
California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 
P.O. Box 942896 
Sacramento, CA 94296 
Sent to email: trails@parks.ca.gov 
 
Subject: Off-Trail Use Restrictions for Preserves and Reserves Proposed Rulemaking 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to offer input to the DPR proposed regulations to prohibit all public use in 
California State Preserves and Reserves unless such use is on a trail, boardwalk or other designated route 
of travel. 
 
The Allied Climbers of San Diego (ACSD) is an environmentally responsible non-profit organization 
with over 700 members dedicated to promoting and maintaining access to rock climbing and outdoor 
recreation. 
 
ACSD is writing to object to the proposed rulemaking regarding off-trail use of preserves and reserves.  
This unprecedented proposed action overrides numerous individual preserve and reserve management 
plans, some of which specifically analyzed off-trail activity and explicitly approved those activities, citing 
no impact to the protected resources.  These management plans, vetted through the public review process, 
are the standard by which access restrictions are made on these resources.  They ensure such management 
decisions are scientifically justified and warranted.  The blanket restrictions proposed in this rulemaking 
action are not. 
 
While we understand that Preserves and Reserves within the State Park system possess invaluable natural 
and cultural resources, we believe that off-trail recreation is not inherently in conflict with the protection 
of those resources.  ACSD firmly believes that any off-trail recreation restrictions in State Preserves or 
Reserves must be analyzed individually, and not restricted as a blanket closure of 100 unique Reserves 
and Preserves.  Any management actions to restrict access must be vetted on a case-by-case basis through 
a public review process. 
 
1. Purpose and Need 
 
User data and statistics regarding any concerns or impacts with off trail use should be backed by sound 
data for all affected locations with cited sources in the final proposal.  Anecdotal user data and concerns 
are not adequate to justify broad statewide actions restricting access to public land. 
 
2. The Proposal would unnecessarily overturn well-considered park policies and management plans. 
 
 A. Anza-Borrego Desert State Park 
 
The 2012 Anza-Borrego Desert State Park Cultural Preserve Management Plan of November 2012, a 
thorough and comprehensive 178 page document, has already anticipated and analyzed off trail impacts 
for each of the seven cultural preserves, and implemented protective restrictions.  The DPR should 
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 continue to manage these areas as outlined in the 2012 Management Plan, which can be found here: 

http://www.parks.ca.gov/pages/21299/files/final_abdsp_cultural_preserve_management_plan_112612.pdf 
 
Two of these areas, Culp Valley and Piedras Grandes offer high quality granite climbing and bouldering 
in San Diego County.  Dave Kennedy documents both Culp Valley and Piedras Grandes in the book San 
Diego County Climbing Guide, 2nd ed., 2006. 
 
  1) Culp Valley 
 
Culp Valley (1277 acres) is on page 34-39 of the 2012 Management Plan, which favorably addresses rock 
climbing and other forms of recreation.  The plan already describes all of the necessary measures needed 
to protect the resources such as rock shelters and pictographs, with the plan to continuously reevaluate 
effectiveness and need for change.  Forbidding off-trail use is not one of the measures required.  In fact, 
page 36 says: “Day-use by hikers, mountain bikers, rock climbers, and equestrians will be encouraged on 
existing dirt roads and trails within the Preserve, but all motorized vehicles will be restricted to one access 
road and a parking/staging area.  Visitors will approach resource areas on foot, horseback, or bike.  Rock 
climbing is popular here in the form of bouldering, which does not require permanent equipment mounted 
to the rock face.  Bouldering activity has not shown evidence of impact to the cultural resources and 
appears to be an appropriate form of recreation within this cultural preserve zone, and will be monitored 
to regularly assess conditions.”  If off trail use were restricted, this would immediately close the decades 
old bouldering area to recreation.  While climbing is recognized as “appropriate” and to have no impact, 
the small trails are not official, and therefore the bouldering would be banned. 
 
  2) Piedras Grandes 
 
Piedras Grandes (1924 acres) is on page 57-62 of the 2012 Management plan.  This is a large area 
covering various large boulder covered hills, not just specific boulders at the base of the hills where 
resources such as the pictographs are located.  Again, all the measures needed to protect the resources 
have been studied and included.  Adjustments can be made as needed per guideline 15 if the specific 
impact situation changes.  Boulders with pictographs of course should have no climbing but that is only a 
tiny percent of the hundreds of climbable rocks in a nearly two thousand acre preserve.  Off trail use has 
already been studied, planned, and allowed in guidelines 7 & 8 on page 61:  
 
“Piedra Grandes 7: Hike in or ‘backpack’ camping will be allowable in the cultural preserve zone at least 
300 feet from existing roads.  Motor vehicles will need to remain on the Morteros Palms Road within 10 
feet from the centerline of the road as currently is required per State Wilderness policies.” 
 
“Piedras Grandes 8: Backpack or hike in camping that impacts sensitive cultural areas will not be allowed.  
These areas will be signed as sensitive resource areas.” 
 
There is no specific restriction for off trail hiking.  In fact, the only 2 trails in the entire 1924 acres lead to 
the two most popular rock art sites, which will not be further protected by this proposed rulemaking. 
 
  3) Coyote Canyon 
 
Coyote Canyon (30,000 acres) off trail usage is listed on page 29: “Hike in only or ‘backpack’ camping 
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 within the cultural preserve will be continued, provided that it doesn’t impact cultural resources.  

Sensitive areas identified in the future as being impacted by camping will be closed to camping.”  There is 
no specific restriction for off trail hiking.  In fact, there are almost no trails in the entire 30,000 acres. 
 
  4) Little Blair Valley 
 
Little Blair Valley (4757 acres) off trail usage such as camping is listed on page 54: “Hike in ‘backpack’ 
camping will be allowable in the preserve zone 100 meters from roads.  There is no specific restriction for 
off trail hiking.  In fact, the most popular trail leads to the primary rock art site, which will not be further 
protected by this proposal. 
 
ACSD feels that it is completely unreasonable to close over 40,000 acres of popular public land in a way 
that will have no positive impact on the preservation of cultural resources, according to site-specific 
analysis.  The 2012 Management Plan for Anza Borrego Desert SP Cultural Preserves is a perfect 
example that this blanket closure from the top-down is a grossly inappropriate way to manage 100 
preserves and reserves. 
 
 B. Red Rock Canyon State Park 
 
Hagan Canyon Natural Preserve and Red Cliffs Natural Preserve are contained in 27,000-acre Red Rock 
Canyon State Park.  Inspecting the website for the State Park, the only current closure in the entire park is 
Nightmare Gulch, which is closed for safety and natural resource protection until July 1st:  
 
http://www.parks.ca.gov/pages/631/files/nightmare%20gulch%20closure%20notice%2010-22-13.pdf 
 
As per Red Rock Canyon State Park representatives, the rest of the park is open for hiking, including off-
trail use.  According to a post on Facebook March 10, 2016, 1046 am: 
 
https://www.facebook.com/RedRockCanyonStatePark/photos/a.290107337748216.66182.279190585506
558/966073800151563/?type=3&theater 
 
“The park is 27,000 acres and all of it is available for open hiking except for Nightmare Gulch which is 
closed to all access until July 1st.” 
 
This is another example of open recreation, actively promoted by a local land management, which would 
be unnecessarily closed by the proposed blanket closure. 
 
 C. Mitchell Caverns Natural Preserve 
 
Mitchell Caverns is located in the Providence Mountains State Recreational Area (SRA).  Hiking and 
scrambling on the peaks above Mitchell Caverns Natural Preserve is a current recreational use of the area.  
Some of the crags that people hike to are located in the Natural Preserve, and others require crossing the 
Natural Preserve to get there.  The most common cross-country hike is to start by hiking the Crystal 
Spring trail to the end, and continue on to the summit of the peaks.  The proposed regulations would 
unnecessarily prohibit this form of recreation when Providence Mountains SRA reopens after 
infrastructure improvements are complete. 
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3. Rationale for closure in Initial Statement of Reasons 
 
According to the Initial Statement of Reasons for this closure, “Currently, the only way the Department 
can regulate off-trail use is by an order of the District Superintendent. These orders are not permanent and 
must be renewed annually. They also do not have as strong a legal standing as regulations in the CCR.” 
 
The need to renew regulations annually at each park is not a reason to blanket close may tens of thousands 
of acres of public land to nearly all forms of recreation in 100 California State Preserves or Reserves.  
Also, the premise that the only way to manage these lands legally is a blanket statewide closure is false.  
An example of this is Anza-Borrego Desert State Parks 2012 Management Plan.  Each Preserve and 
Reserve should be evaluated for the need and impact of such a closure and it should be implemented on a 
case-by-case basis after public review. 
 
4. Cost of Enforcement 
 
According to the proposal, “The only costs will be for signing regarding the regulations, will be minimal 
and will come out of normal budgeted funds.  These regulations do not change the cost of doing work in 
reserves and preserves.”  This is an incorrect statement since there would be an associated cost of 
enforcing and patrolling tens of thousands of acres closed to recreation in 100 parks across the state. 
 
5. Economic Impacts 
 
“a) The creation or elimination of jobs within California – No jobs will be created or eliminated. 
b) The creation of new businesses or the elimination of existing businesses within the State of California – 
No businesses will be created or eliminated within the State of California.” 
 
Both a and b are incorrect since climbers, hikers, and backpackers will stop traveling to those areas and 
spending money at local stores and restaurants. 
 
6. Proof of Harm to Resources 
 
“Alternative 3: This alternative would allow for the public to travel through the preserves and reserves as 
they desire.  Analysis: This alternative would cause harm to sensitive natural and cultural resources in 
violation of law and policy.  For this reason, this alternative is not being considered.” 
 
This alternative has not properly considered reasonable off trail use for each area.  For example, in Anza 
Borrego and various other state lands, the general plan has already analyzed which particular parts of the 
preserves need protection from off-trail use, and has found many parts that do not require such a 
restriction because there is no harm to sensitive natural or cultural resources.  See contradictions with the 
Anza Borrego Desert SP Cultural Preserve Management Plan of November 2012.  According to that plan, 
“Bouldering activity has not shown evidence of impact to the cultural resources and appears to be an 
appropriate form of recreation within this cultural preserve zone, and will be monitored to regularly assess 
conditions.”  This is one of many examples listed above in section 2.A., which is not an exhaustive 
analysis.  Over 40,000 acres do not need to closed to nearly all recreation to protect the cultural resources. 
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 7. Proposed Alternatives 

 
As opposed to a statewide closure of all 100 Preserves and Reserves to innumerable recreational 
opportunities, many of which are allowed, promoted, and have been found to have no impact by local land 
managers, the DPR should approach these closures on a case by case basis taking recreational impact into 
account.  The proposed alternatives are at either end of an extreme spectrum ranging from no closure to 
complete closure closing many tens of thousands of acres in one hundred parks to off trail use.  Of the 
three proposed options, we support alternative 2 since it would not massively impact recreation. 
 
8. Recreational Impacts 
 
While economic impacts were analyzed, recreational impacts were completely ignored in the documents 
for the proposed closure.  California DPR Mission Statement is as follows, “To provide for the health, 
inspiration and education of the people of California by helping to preserve the state’s extraordinary 
biological diversity, protecting its most valued natural and cultural resources, and creating opportunities 
for high-quality outdoor recreation.”  This proposed change would have a massive impact on high-quality 
outdoor recreation, a point that seems to be ignored and must be considered. 
 
This letter merely scratches the surface of recreational opportunities that would be lost unnecessarily 
while attempting to protect cultural and natural resources.  A comprehensive analysis would require 
thousands of hours due to the massive scope of the proposed closure, which affects so many types of 
recreation in 100 parks.  We understand that natural and cultural preserves need protection, but this 
proposed closure has no balance between protection of resources and recreational access. 
 
9. Hearing Requested 
 
We hereby request a hearing in the urban area of San Diego County.  The DPR should list every single 
area and proposed area that is affected by this change, and prove on a case-by-case basis that there is 
evidence to show the present documented significant harm being caused by the lack of this rule. 
 
---------- 
 
The climbing community and ACSD are ready, willing, and able to help the DPR improve trails or other 
management needs.  We have a history of positive environmental stewardship, education of users, and 
collaboration with other organizations to protect our wonderful resources. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Josh Higgins 
 
 
 
President, Allied Climbers of San Diego 
619 517 5508 
joshdhiggins@gmail.com 


